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Montana Youth Transitions ◆ 1617 Euclid Avenue ◆ Helena, MT ◆ 406-442-2576
www.montanayouthtransitions.org

Teaching Materials:

Duration:

Soft Skill PowerPoint for
discussion items.

30 minutes

Soft Skills Quiz

15-30 minutes

Soft Skills Definitions Sheet

15-30 minutes

Employee/Employer Scenario

15 minutes

Learning Objective:
 Raising an awareness of
what soft skills are and why
they are important
 Increased understanding of
vocabulary terms that are
necessary to understand
workplace soft skills.

Soft Skills Assessment
15-30 minutes
Setting and Method: Classroom environment

Lesson Summary for Instructor:
Soft Skills and Hard Skills are the two primary types of aptitudes on the job. Soft Skills are the
people skills necessary to interview, develop and maintain a relationship with one’s employer
and co-workers, successfully work with customers, and develop a sense of personal
responsibility and accountability. Hard Skills are what is necessary to actually perform a job (i.e.
welding, filing, checking blood pressure, etc.) This lesson will help students understand why it is
necessary to develop interpersonal or soft skills as well as how to promote their personal soft
skills to a potential employer.
There are worksheets available to work from when teaching Soft Skills, as well as PowerPoint
slides and activities to use in teaching these concepts.
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Soft skills for employment
When you interview for or start working at a job, how you interact with your boss, your
co-workers and customers takes a special set of skills. Those skills are called SOFT SKILLS. Soft
skills are how you develop and keep all the different types of relationships that are necessary
for successful employment. This course will help you learn some of the main skills necessary in
order to successfully navigate the working world.

First of all,

let’s get your thoughts about your own readiness for the

workplace.
Name: _____________________________________________________ Age: ______________
What “people” skills are you already good at? _______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What do you do when you are upset with someone? __________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What is the hardest thing about working in a team? __________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever had an interview (for a job, school, organization, etc.)? Explain how well you
think you did. ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Soft skills are also known as people skills. They are what helps a person GET a job and KEEP a
job. Just like hard skills, soft skills often vary from job to job, and from employer to employer.
These are skills that are needed for everyday life as well as for work and can ALWAYS be
improved upon. Soft skills are harder to describe and are not the skills that job applicants often
think of when applying for work. They include skills such as problem solving, the ability to
communicate as well as maintaining self-control.
Soft skills are influenced by your own beliefs, behaviors and attitudes.
Hard skills are the technical skills that a person needs to know to complete job requirements.
These are the skills that applicants often consider when applying for work, and are generally the
skills learned in college, or other post-secondary settings.
Which do you think are HARD skills and which are SOFT skills? Put a letter “H” next to the
Hard Skills and the letter “S” next to Soft Skills:
1. _____ Changing oil on a car
2. _____ Bagging groceries
3. _____ Knowing when to talk to your boss about your summer vacation plans
4. _____ Smiling at and being courteous to a co-worker that you do not like
5. _____ Working as a team to solve a problem at work
6. _____ Checking a patient’s blood pressure
7. _____ Typing a letter to a customer who has a concern with your product.
8. _____ Fixing the company computer and printer.
9. _____ Helping a customer find a product on the store shelf
10. _____ Welding a trailer hitch

Not understanding how and when to appropriately use one’s soft skills are one of the main
reasons people get fired, so LISTEN UP!
You might be the best person in the world at your job, but if you
don’t know how to get along with people, navigate the workplace,
have a positive attitude and be reliable, you cannot depend on
keeping your job.
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Alternative approach to teaching the concept of Soft Skills and Hard
Skills:
Hand each student a card that has an H on one side and a S on the other side. Ensure
that each student understands that the S represents the terms Soft Skill and the H
represents the term Hard Skill. As you name off the skills in the above table, ask the
students to hold up their cards with the H or S, depending on which type of skill they
consider it to be.
This will open up an interested discussion as students might vary in their answers. For
example, the job task of bagging groceries often results in half the students showing an
H and half the students showing an S. The class can discuss that some skills require
both hard and soft skills—such as a grocery store clerk knowing how to ask the
customer what type of bag they would like (paper or plastic) and if they found the
items they were looking for (these are soft skills), as well as knowing how to correctly
place the grocery items into the grocery bag so that none are damaged (this is a hard
skill).

H

S
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Having students identify some of the soft skills they think are necessary to work in different
occupations is the next goal. You and your students will have examples of times you have
observed great or terrible customer service, had problems with other people and weren’t sure how
to handle it, or when you have been asked a question by an employer and weren’t sure how to
answer it.
The following class discussion points are ones that you can discuss as a class. Feel free to include
other examples for discussion.

Think abouT This…
1. What Soft Skills do you think a checker at a grocery store would need to have?






2. What Soft Skills would a nurse at a doctor’s office need to have?






Have you ever been in a situation where you worked with or been a customer of
someone with poor soft skills?
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Think abouT This…
1. What Soft Skills do you think a checker at a grocery store would need to have?






2. What Soft Skills would a nurse at a doctor’s office need to have?






Have you ever been in a situation where you worked with or been a customer of
someone with poor soft skills?
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Class Activity
This activity will give your students an opportunity to practice identifying how soft skills affect
employment and hopefully will lead to a discussion about why soft skills are sometimes a reason
for people being fired or laid off even though they might be great at the technical parts of the job.
Divide the class into groups of three. The facilitator may either assign each group member a
role; one person is the boss, the 2nd person is employee #1 and 3rd person is employee #2, or
have this be a small group discussion and consensus.
Give the groups this scenario:
A company is going through a slow business cycle and has hit a budget crunch (they are running
low on money). They have no choice but to lay off an employee. The boss of the group has to
make a decision, which employee does he/she lay off, #1 or #2?
Employee #1 does a great job with all the hard skills of his/her job.
~He/she is technically very capable—one of the best.
~However, he/she does not seem to get along with his/her co-workers and often is
complained about by his/her co-workers for being short-tempered and rude.
~He/she has worked for the company for five years.
Employee #2 is still learning his/her job and is ok at his/her job, but not nearly as technically
skilled as Employee #2.
~He/she is well liked by co-workers and supervisors alike.
~He/she has worked for the company for a year. Who does the boss lay off and why?
The facilitator may want to have the group discuss this as a team or may assign this decision to
the “boss” to make and then the group can discuss afterward.
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Sample Answer Key
Occupational vocabulary is important! Many employees run into problems at work simply
because they are not sure what employers mean when they are requiring specific skill sets. These
are some of the “need to know” vocabulary terms when talking about soft skills. Depending on
the group that you are working with, this activity may be done individually, in small groups or
as a whole class. A completed table is provided as a reference for instructors and does not contain
a comprehensive answer list.

Unit I: Definitions
In the table below, try and think of words that mean the same as the vocabulary word, as well
as situations where these soft skills may be used.

Soft Skill

Other Words That Mean
the Same Thing

Where This Soft Skill Might Be Used

Friendliness

Ex: kindness, warmth,
gregariousness

Manners

Politeness, behaviors,
etiquette, demeanor

Attendance

Being present,
appearance

Verbal
Communication

Talking, visiting, speaking,
tone of voice

Professionalism

Skill, competence,
experience, ability,
effectiveness, expertise
Logistical, preparation,
scheduling, develop,
devise
Dependable, responsible,
honorable, reliable,
careful, hard-working
Flexible, easy-going,
willing to change as
needed, compliant

Ex: when helping a customer at a store; when
greeting a co-worker who come to ask you a
question
Ex. Holding the door for someone leaving a
store right behind you; saying “excuse me”
when accidentally bumping into someone
Ex. Always being at work for scheduled shifts,
attending all staff meetings, not missing
school
Ex. Giving directions to someone, talking to
someone about your day, explaining a job to
a new employee
Ex. A plumber comes to your home with the
right tools and supplies, and fixes your sink in
the amount of time he estimated it would.
Ex. You make a list or an agenda for what you
need to accomplish today and plan how best
to complete that list
Ex. When making change for a customers,
you count it twice, out loud, to make sure
they have the right amount of money
Ex. Your boss asks you to file some papers
before lunch, but an hour later, asks you to
help out with a project in the shop because a
customer is waiting for it. You readily change
tasks.

Organizational
Skills/ Planning
Conscientious

Adaptable
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Motivation

Reason, enthusiasm,
inspiration, drive, goal

Teamwork

Cooperation,
coordination, joint effort

Ex. You want to earn enough money to buy a
car, so you are motivated to work extra hours
on the weekends.
Ex. Grocery store employees work together
after store hours to get all of the shelves
stocked and priced for the next day.
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Unit I: Definitions
In the table below, try and think of words that mean the same as the vocabulary word, as well
as situations where these soft skills may be used.

Soft Skill

Other Words That Mean
the Same Thing

Where This Soft Skill Might Be Used

Friendliness

Ex: kindness, warmth,
gregariousness

Ex: when helping a customer at a store; when
greeting a co-worker who come to ask you a
question

Manners
Attendance
Verbal
Communication
Professionalism
Organizational
Skills/ Planning
Conscientious
Adaptable
Motivation
Team-work
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Soft Skill Quiz
Measure how good your soft skills are by answering the following questions.
1) A co-worker is very negative about your idea(s) in front of your boss.
Do you…
a) Remind your co-worker of their last bad idea.
b) Say nothing. You will get even with this co-worker later.
c) Get angry.
d) Thank your co-worker and promise to consider their feedback.
2) Your boss has been less talkative and friendly lately.
Do you…
a) Avoid him/her.
b) Ask her feedback on your work performance.
c) Ask others if she has some personal problems going on.
d) Look for another job, you would rather quit than be fired.

Soft Skills Quiz Answer Key:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

D
B
A
C
C
A
D
B

3) You’ve found out that you are the target of a nasty rumor at work.
Do you…
a) Do nothing and stay positive; rumors blow over eventually.
b) Find out who started the rumor and confront them.
c) Start a rumor about someone else to take the spotlight off yourself.
d) Become depressed and distracted.
4) A co-worker that doesn’t do their job as well as you do is promoted to a position you had hoped for.
Do you…
a) Start looking for another job—it is obvious you are not appreciated.
b) Make life difficult for your co-worker.
c) Ask the manager how you could be a stronger candidate next time.
d) Pout, and hope someone notices your hurt feelings.
5) You asked for vacation leave two weeks in advance and didn’t get it.
Do you…
a) Take sick days and be gone anyway.
b) Quit, because your boss isn’t flexible
c) Visit with your boss and review vacation policies and as well as dates that vacation leave is
available.
d) Complain to your co-workers about how unfair your boss is.
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6) You make a mistake that will cost the company a lot of money.
Do you…
a) Tell your boss immediately and ask for advice on minimizing the damage.
b) Resign as quickly as possible.
c) Try to cover up the error, hoping nobody finds out.
d) Blame others for their part; you won’t take the heat alone.
7) A co-worker often gossips about management and it’s hard not to listen!
Do you…
a) Listen eagerly, but never repeat what you hear.
b) Tell her what you think of her lack of loyalty.
c) Let your boss know your co-worker is gossiping.
d) Tell her you are not interested, and change the subject quickly.
8) Your boss gave you a verbal reprimand for talking on your cell phone at work after your mom called
you to ask you to bring pizza home for dinner.
Do you...
a) Explain that it was just your mom and it is not a big deal.
b) Apologize and review technology policies at work if unsure what is allowed.
c) Complain to customers nearby about how unfair the employer is and that he lives in the dark
ages.
d) Call the pizza place and order the pizza for your mom and then go back to work.

Adaptation of:
http://www.mass-project.org/attachments/396_MASS%20wp4%20final%20report%20part-2%20%28Learning%20Materials,%20EN%29.pdf

MYT Soft Skills Assessment
(Download from www.montanayouthtransitions.org)
This assessment may be used as a pre and post soft skills course evaluation for students or it
may be used as a discussion tool at the beginning of a soft skills class to help students begin the
process of evaluating what skills they should be working on as well as where they feel their
personal strengths are currently.
The Soft Skills Assessment may also be completed by a teacher, parent, or other adult active in
a youth’s life, as a way to identify areas on which a youth may build. This tool may be used as
an informal transition assessment for the development of goals for a Transition IEP or
Transition 504 Plan.
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Soft Skill Quiz
Measure how good your soft skills are by answering the following questions.
1) A CO-WORKER IS VERY NEGATIVE ABOUT YOUR IDEA(S) IN FRONT OF YOUR BOSS.
Do you…
e) Remind your co-worker of their last bad idea.
f) Say nothing. You will get even with this co-worker later.
g) Get angry.
h) Thank your co-worker and promise to consider their feedback.
2) YOUR BOSS HAS BEEN LESS TALKATIVE AND FRIENDLY LATELY.
Do you…
e) Avoid him/her.
f) Ask her feedback on your work performance.
g) Ask others if she has some personal problems going on.
h) Look for another job, you would rather quit than be fired.
3) YOU’VE FOUND OUT THAT YOU ARE THE TARGET OF A NASTY RUMOR AT WORK.
Do you…
e) Do nothing; rumors blow over eventually.
f) Find out who started the rumor and confront them.
g) Start a rumor about someone else to take the spotlight off yourself.
h) Become depressed and distracted.
4) A CO-WORKER THAT DOESN’T DO THEIR JOB AS WELL AS YOU DO IS PROMOTED TO A POSITION YOU
HAD HOPED FOR.
Do you…
e) Start looking for another job—it is obvious you are not appreciated.
f) Make life difficult for your co-worker.
g) Ask the manager how you could be a stronger candidate next time.
h) Pout, and hope someone notices your hurt feelings.
5) YOU ASKED FOR VACATION LEAVE TWO WEEKS IN ADVANCE AND DIDN’T GET IT.
Do you…
e) Take sick days and be gone anyway.
f) Quit, because your boss isn’t flexible
g) Visit with your boss and review vacation policies and as well as dates that vacation leave is
available.
h) Complain to your co-workers about how unfair your boss is.
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6) YOU MAKE A MISTAKE THAT COULD COST THE COMPANY A LOT OF MONEY.
Do you…
e) Tell your boss immediately and ask for advice on minimizing the damage.
f) Resign as quickly as possible.
g) Try to cover up the error, hoping nobody finds out.
h) Blame others for their part; you won’t take the heat alone.
7) A CO-WORKER OFTEN GOSSIPS ABOUT MANAGEMENT AND IT’S HARD NOT TO LISTEN!
Do you…
e) Listen eagerly, but never repeat what you hear.
f) Tell her what you think of her lack of loyalty.
g) Let your boss know your co-worker is gossiping.
h) Tell her you are not interested, and change the subject quickly.
8) YOUR BOSS GAVE YOU A VERBAL REPRIMAND FOR TALKING ON YOUR CELL PHONE AT WORK AFTER
YOUR MOM CALLED YOU TO ASK YOU TO BRING PIZZA HOME FOR DINNER.
Do you…
e) Explain that it was just your mom and it is not a big deal.
f) Apologize and review technology policies at work if unsure what is allowed.
g) Complain to customers nearby about how unfair the employer is and that he lives in the dark
ages.
h) Call the pizza place and order the pizza for your mom and then go back to work.

Adaptation of:
http://www.mass-project.org/attachments/396_MASS%20wp4%20final%20report%20part-2%20%28Learning%20Materials,%20EN%29.pdf
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